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IMPLEMENTATION OF LINGUSTIC AND CULTURAL
COMPETENCE WHEN TEACHING A NATIVE LANGUAGE

Abstract: the article is devoted to an actual scientific and pedagogical problem of improving methods
of teaching the Russian language. The authors argue that creating various pedagogical mechanisms allows
you to manage the teaching process effectively, including the implementation of linguistic and cultural
competence.
The article substantiates the idea of a systematic and functional multi-component nature in the implementation of the functions of the process of teaching the Russian language through the use of literary
texts, some elements of innovative teaching technologies and accessibility in the perception, understanding and aquisition by students of the grammatical and linguistic sections of the native language.
One of the main goals ofthe ongoing researches is the scientific and practical substantiation of the importance of the Russian language in the spiritual and moral education and the formation of a creatively
active personality. At thesame timeon the basis of anthropological ideas of teachers – classics the importance of the humanistic model as a basis of modern education is presented and proved. In the article
special attention is paid to cultural aspect of teaching Russian. In accordance with the objectives and novelty of the study two cultural spheres are presented, the implementation of which in educational process
of any educational institution, requires a creative professional approach.
Keywords: linguoculturology, linguodidactics, education, text, subject matter, native language,
learningcompetence
Introduction. The current system of teaching

ary schools and in higher education. In the pro-

the Russian language in the last decade is to en-

cess of learning, development and education of

sure the successful mastery of language and

young people the role of the Russian language as

speech skills in socio-cultural space. The imple-

a philosophical object, providing unity and inter-

mentation of the language and the communicative

action of language, culture and personality is par-

– cultural competence of a personality is the main

ticularly significant. Lingvoculturological ap-

line of teaching the Russian language in second-

proach allows solving the problem of formation
4
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of communicative skills, selection of values, self-

In modern didactics, "competence" also refers

realization and other functions of a student's per-

to the overall ability and willingness of an indi-

sonality development. Linguocultural competence

vidual for an activity based on knowledge and

is a deeper perception and awareness of the lan-

experience acquired thanks to training, focused

guage as an expression of national culture, rela-

on independent participation of an individual in

tionship of language and history of the people.

the educational process and to its successful in-

The term "competence" was first used in the

clusion into the labour activity. In other words, it

USA in the 60-ies in the context of performance-

is focused on "the activity approach, which al-

based education, which aimed to prepare special-

lows to acquire the ability to use the obtained

ists able to compete successfully in the labour

knowledge

market. At the beginning "students’competences"

cultural communication and in international

were reduced to simple practical skills, which

communication" [7, p. 234].

practicallyintheprocessof

cross-

were formed as a result of "automation of

In this study, we present competence as a set

knowledge" in the tradition of behaviorism. This

of competencies, that is, the observed manifesta-

approach was subjected to fair criticism, that

tions of successful productive learning activities.

competence in the form of practical knowledge

Competence is a complex personal resource that

was insufficient for the development of creativity

provides mastering the language and the ability to

and individuality of students. It was proposed to

effectively interact with the surrounding world in

distinguish two concepts: competence and com-

this or that region. However, the problem today is

petency. Competence is viewed as a personal cat-

of scientific interest in private teaching methods

egory, and competences turned into units of the

of school subjects at different levels of the educa-

curriculum and constituted "the anatomy" of

tion system that gave rise to the research and

competence [25, с. 27-35].

writing of this article.

A.S. Belkin and V. V. Nesterov believe that

Our approach is that we consider this aspect

competence should be considered as a totalityof

through the system- and-activity approach, which

what a person has, and competency – as atotality

allows not only acquiring and useknowledge in

of what he owns [8]. The first characterizes the

practice, but also creates emotionally competent

internal potential of a personality, and the second

condition of trainees in understanding the value

is the realization of this potential. A. Short argues

of meaning and axiological significance of select-

that "competence is the ability to control a situa-

ed teaching material.

tion in the changing environment, the ability to

It also involves the search of social – value

respond effectively to the changes of the envi-

landmarks, self-realization and self-affirmation,

ronment or to change it" [23, p. 22].

contributing to the specificity of not only the axiological orientations of communicants, determin5
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ing in turn, the results of communicative actions,

the experiment and at the same time can charac-

but also meanings of an internal picture of the life

terize the initial formation of the level of analyti-

path through the idea consist of many compo-

cal

nents. System-activity approach in our study is

oflingvocultorologicalcompetencies (the concept

shown schematically in Fig. 1.

of "Pedagogical mechanisms" –the authors’).

skills

as

the

criteria

All five components of the system are func-

However, at the stage of final control the ac-

tionally dependent in relation to each other and at

quired knowledge according to I.U. Litvinenko

the same time, the essence of their subjective-

represent "knowledge that can already be ob-

objective relations depends on the structured con-

tained to some extent, but the motive requires en-

tent of each of them.Figure 1 shows that the com-

larging it. In this case, such knowledge have wide

ponent "entrance control of knowledge" does not

"spectrum" – from universal to the individual" [6,

mediate the relation with the other elements of

p. 62].

the system that corresponds to the beginning of

Fig. 1. Components of the system-activity approach
We offer consistency and complexity in the

component (socio-psychological) – attitude to

organization of educational activities which can

situations in which a person is involved through-

teach young people "to control the analysis of the

out his career " [26, p. 136-138].

internal picture of life's journey, which also has

Thus, the idea of consistency and complexity

an indirect impact on the emotional competence

put forward by us was one of the motives for

and includes a personal (individually – psycho-

making a scientific research in application of

logical) component – relation to oneself as a per-

pedagogical technologies, forms and methods in

sonality, attitude to your behavior, mood,

the study of the native language and in improving

thoughts,

methods of its teaching. Systems theory has a

protective

mechanisms;

situational
6
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significant place in modern psychology. It pro-

The systemic approach in psychology suggests

vides an opportunity to strengthen the mental ac-

certain steps in the development of methods of

tivity of students and show that any task, any de-

knowledge, including information processing,

vice consisting of a set of components that per-

movement to new dynamic modes of difficulty

form the steps form a closed causal chain with

and the ability to self-regulate. And when it

appropriate links and certain ratios of cognitive

comes to learning the Russian language as a

dissonance and communicative components af-

mother tongue, the main focus should be on iden-

fect the akkulturatsionnye processes and intercul-

tifying the variety of connections and relation-

tural relations.

ships within the test objects with the external en-

Materials and methods. Not only classical

vironment (historical aspects and features of

works were the most valuable in the course of

communication).In this view, we also come from

this research work, but also those ofcontemporary

the fact that in the science of language, there is

scholars: philologists, teachers, researchers, prac-

the concept of the unity of language, speech and

titioners, including foreign ones which are pre-

thought. But we must remember that these con-

sented in the bibliography of this article. This is

cepts are not identical, as each of them has certain

reflected in the work as a set of scientific meth-

aspects (components, estimation categories) and

ods of logical analysis, synthesis, comparison,

perform specific functions, including educational

classification and method of studying the prod-

work.

ucts of pedagogical activity and generalization of

The improvement of methods of teaching the

the advanced pedagogical experience. Based on

native language creates conditions for meeting

the method of studying philological, psychologi-

diverse educational objectives. This is promoted

cal and educational literature, the use of texts

by the selection of the material being studied in

from the works of art of empirical data were ob-

this subject in general and in particular: by vari-

tained that reflect the real state of the significance

ability of the selection of educational material

of lingvoulurological competencies when teach-

available for studying; by assignments, actively

ing their native language.

contributing to the development of students, and

Results and discussion. A systematic ap-

at the same time allowing to learn the language of

proach to the use of -unity of language, speech

the world, to form their civil position, the system

and thought,distinguished by us, creates certain

of spiritual values, ideals and preferences. How-

prerequisites for the formation of a creative per-

ever, education by means of the subject is an im-

sonality, the development of methods of cogni-

portant principle of teaching, which is imple-

tion, methods of empirical work, ways to describe

mented in the framework of educational process

the empirical activity as which various kinds of

taking into account pupils’ age, stages of

organization of educational activity can be used.

learningand peculiarities of emotional and sensu7
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al

nature

of

the"

Russian

soul

"in"

principle, because the native language allows to

cordocentricity" Russian mental structure [16, p.

work

with

texts

of

143].In this regard pedagogical works of K. D.

lingvokulturologicalorientationand more effec-

Ushinskiy (1824-1870) – a great teacher and

tively manage the process of formation of com-

thinker are of particular interest. His anthropolog-

municative competence.

ical ideas are the basis of spiritual and moral edu-

In the interpretation of L. Bachman's commu-

cation, the basis of modern education as a human-

nicative competence "consists of knowledge, or

istic model.

the language competence and the ability to apply

The basic idea of the educational system of

it in practice, in a particular situation. The struc-

K.D. Ushinskiy – is the formation of a reasona-

ture of the communicative competence consists of

ble, moral, humane considerate person. Con-

three components: language competence, strate-

trasting the Good and the Evil in human life, in

gic competence and psycho physiological mecha-

every endeavor, Ushinsky sought to show the

nisms" [14, p. 84-85]. Language competence in-

benefits of humane education by all available

cludes a set of specific knowledge components

means. He was deeply convinced that education

that are used in the process of communication. In

should enlighten the human mind, in order to

the study we also drew attention to the strategic

have before his eyes been a clear road of good.

competence. Strategic competence is a term used

The main educator of people, "a ray of light in the

by Bachman to describe mental abilities for the

darkness", according to K.D. Ushinskiy, is "the

use of components of linguistic competence in

beginning of human speech in general, and even

communicative language use. Strategic compe-

the beginning of the language of a particular peo-

tence is determined bypsycho physiological

ple, islost in the pastin the same way as the be-

mechanisms and at the same time they provide a

ginning of human history and the beginning of all

means of classifying linguistic competence to the

the great nations; but whatever it was, to us there

context and situation in which the language is

is, however, a strong belief that every people’s

used. Psycho physiological mechanisms – neuro-

language is created by the people themselves, not

logical and psychological processes, to ensure the

anyone else. By adopting this position for grant-

existence of language as a physical phenomenon.

ed, we will soon, however, meet the problem in-

Of greatest interest to us is the text compe-

advertently affecting our mind: Is everything that

tence which involves understanding and analysis

was expressed in the language of the people, hid-

not of individual sentences and groups of sen-

ing in people?" [12, p. 372].

tences or statements that constitute a whole, that

The Russian language as the first subject of the

is, text.

Federal basic curriculum of secondary schools

In connection with this new aspect in the for-

has advantages in the implementation of this

mation of educational strategy in the sphere of the
8
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Russian language there appeared a new definition

pedagogical process, students’ mastering the ex-

of the Russian language as a culturally national

perience of mankind" [2, p. 58].Consequently, the

phenomenon, as a value with which the entirety

relationship between language and history, lan-

of the worldview, national identity, the success of

guage and culture is the inner core of methodolo-

self-development and communication, the effec-

gy of teaching the Russian language, which al-

tiveness of socialization are associated.Therefore,

lows you to extend intellectual resources of an

the appeal to linguoculturology is relevant in this

individual by means of the subject. Certain quali-

work. In recent years, there arose an acute need of

ties of a graduate’s personality, such as

rethinking and specification of ideas about lan-

knowledge and creativity, self-realization and

guage in connection with the analysis of straight-

self-determination, independence and socializa-

ness of its practical functioning, the problem of

tion are indicators of assimilation of this content.

interaction of language and thought, and the

But "...the formation of required qualities is pos-

growing problem of the language and personality

sible only in case of a certain sequence of steps,

of the speaker, language and culture, the problem

actions, operations, on condition that there is a

of improving methods of teaching the native lan-

specific combination of methods of pedagogical

guage. The aspect of teaching methodology in the

influence and interaction of an individual with

framework of cultural linguistics is the object of

other people..." [3, p. 7]. At present experience

our study.

that meets modern demands is only being accu-

At the present stage of development of
linguodidacticsthe

historical

aspect

mulated, a theory that takes into account scien-

is

tific achievements of linguistics, which allow us

anextremely important aspect of teaching the

to

Russian

beingcreated.

language,

becausethe

culturological

carry

out

these

tasks

successfully

is

component of linguistic competence is impossible

Cultural aspect of teaching Russian is primari-

without historical retrospective and perspective,

ly associated with the definition of the core lines

that is, without referring to the origin of language,

of cultural orientation at the lessons thatwould

culture, science, perception of traditions and pat-

penetrate the whole training course. We can talk

terns of the life of the language and peculiarities

about two directions in realization of this prob-

of the Russian mentality. "Language plays a great

lem, in the basis of allocation of which lie the dif-

role in society. It changes and improves together

ferences

with the change and development of society, re-

nationallymarked material. The teacher should be

maining unchanged in its basic function of being

creative in the selection of such material using

a means of communication between people and a

multimedia tools. It can be movies, products of

means of ensuring social continuity of genera-

information and communication technologies,

tions. The language to a large extent provides

usageand contents of which are more modern and
9
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the

aims,

the

content

of
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related to the urgent issues concerning the

tent of cultural orientation is reflected in a large

youth.Therefore "in modern conditions, when the

number of text exercises, in a complex of tasks

ideas of freedom of choice of content, forms of

which are not just questions about language facts,

education are realized in education , the task of

phenomena and regularities, but also those that

training teachers' team to develop new pedagogi-

focus on the cultural realities, i.e., an increasing

cal approaches, technologies, extensive use of

attention is drawn to the creation of hypertext as a

information and communication technologies is

special type of educational material, which can be

especially urgent" [5, p. 118]. The use of addi-

realized with metatextual means of communica-

tional multimedia creates favorable pedagogical

tion operating at the level of tasks to the text,

conditionsin the implementation of the compe-

notes, comments, links, etc. and supplying the

tence approach and ensures the improvement of

tasks of integrating texts.

teaching methods, аs IT – technology will create

As an example confirming this conclusion, let
us work with the text “Abatis”.

a hypertext information model. Today 'hypertext
information model is gaining universalization as a

South of Moscow there is a strip of land where

structuresfor the effective representation and

a number of forests and villages is called Abatis.

knowledge transfer as well as according tol P. A.

This is a very important strip. Once upon a time

Carlson, it is based on the hypothesis that the

there was a defense line of Moscow Rus from the

processing and generation of ideas of human

nomads of the South.... Thousands of slaves dis-

brain takes place by association [15].

orderly cut huge trees on the borders of steppe

In accordance with the objectives of the re-

andleft them lie there for decades. For the horse

search conducted we highlight two significant

of the enemy this was a difficult obstacle.

trends in the improvement of methods for study-

Mark the points on the map, which are still

ing the native language, the use of which increas-

calledAbatis and the ancient defense of Ruswill

es not only literacy, but also ensures the imple-

be in front of you. However, many names are al-

mentation of linguoculturological competence of

ready dead and forgotten, all the more reason to

students. Let us analyze these directions in ac-

mark, to keep in memory all that remains: every

cordance with the methods of teaching, using

such name is a precious reminder of the past.

specific examples from teaching activities in the

(L. Ouspensky)

education system.

The content of the text demonstrates the im-

The first direction is connected with teaching

portance of the word in the history of peoples and

the Russian language in the context of Russian

states; that the word is an element of the cultural

culture, cognition, with the comprehension of

heritage of the nation. When working with the

Russian culture, reflected in the language. It is

text in addition to tasks related to spelling (un-

clearly defined in language teaching that the con-

stressed
10

vowels),

in

order

to

implement
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linguoculturological competence of studentsit

In Recent years, applied pedagogy more and

would be appropriate to consider the following

moreoften comes to the conclusion that the use in

questions:

teaching of not only academic knowledge of var-

1. Find the words with pleophony. Is there a

ious sciences, but also the elements of art, de-

need to check vowels in them?

scriptive exploration of the world, including the

2. Find the words with nepolnoglasiye (enemy,

language world, because, in our practical experi-

precious). Pick up a pleophony variant. Arethese

ence, effort to solve educational tasks only by

words actively used in the modern Russian lan-

means of ordinary, rational approaches, standard

guage? Why?

schemes turn ro be insufficient. In scientific

3. Make a sentence or a phrase with the word

works ofSolopanova O.Y., Tselkovnikova B.M. it

memory.

is noted that the possibility of "artistic and peda-

4. Give a synonym for the word slave, etc.

gogical approach allows to overcome the dispari-

Moreover, any text the teacher is working with

ty between intellectual, artistic and aesthetic prin-

in the classroom, is not only a sample of a partic-

ciples of the educational process. In the frame-

ular style and type of speech, is an important

work of this approach, educational process be-

condition for speech development, as the text al-

comes emotionally-shaped, associative and sub-

lows you to create a communicative situation in

jective, that allows you to combine understanding

the classroom, in which students answer ques-

and feeling, expanding the boundaries of cogni-

tions, talk about the coherence of the text, about

tion for the subjects of the educational process ...

the peculiarities of its construction and type. Each

An important condition for the effective organiza-

text allows you to choose a creative task. As a

tion of the educational process from the position

rule, students are encouraged to write a mini-

indicated by the approach is to create situations

essay based on the source text.

that cause its subjects certain emotionally-

For the text "Abatis» the task may be the fol-

valuable experiences ... modes. In the context of a

lowing:

specific pedagogical interaction-modes state may

1. What do you imagine the southern borders
of

the

Moscow

Rus

are

wear

long

or

short-term

nature,

like?

vzaimosochetatsya or consist of binary opposi-

2. Write aminiature essay; underline the words

tion: "contemplative" – "active", "sustainable" –

with unstressed vowels in it.

"busy", "calm" – "excited" and so on [10, p. 71].

Performing creative tasks allows the teacher to

In the implementation lingvokulturological

prepare students to fulfill part C of the unified

orientation of teaching the native language there

state exam systematically. The nature of creative

is a very important method of training – a letter

tasks is largely determined by the content of the

from memory, which helps students to understand

text, the importance of the issues raised and it.

the role of the word in the life of Russian people,
11
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the role of words in a literary text, to memorize

Sothat his speech, though not entirely

the form of expression of a certain thought, and

But still, like ours, would sound...

therefore to enrich the lexical and grammatical

3. What does the author mean, saying…?

structure of your own speech, ensure intellectual

So that he wouldn’t drag empty interjections

activity development. "With the growth and de-

with him across the border,

velopment of intellectual activityand expansion

4. What do you know about interjections? Pre-

of the information field, recognizing the world

pare a coherent story.

around us, a man begins to think about his pur-

5. Write sentences with comparison out of the

pose in this world as a whole [1, p. 5].

text. Explain the punctuation. Give examples of
when the expression with the conjunction“as” is

Here is an example of such work with the text
of poems by Leonid Martynov XXI century:

not interpointed.

«We

6. Write pronouns out of the text, define their

Talk

category.

With him

7. Write numerals out of the text, define their

As witha student,

category.

In an effort to inspire the first, the second, the

8. Think whether the Russian language of the

third.

middle of the twentieth century is different from

Arming him with the Russian language,

the language of the middle of the XXI century?

Suitable for the coming century,

Asking the questions: "Think ...?", "What do

So his speech, though not entirely.

you think ...?", "What does the author mean ...?",

But still, like ours, would sound,

we create motives for reasoning as the acts of ex-

When he enters still not an old man

pression. "In order to classify any act as an act of

The next century, or rather its beginning.

self-expression, it is sufficient to determine its

You don’t tell him bad.

relationship with some judgment or attitude, for

So that he wouldn’t dragempty interjections

the transmission of which it is intended" [21, р.

with him across the border, to the twenty-first

206].

Century».

This, of course, is significant not only in the

Tasks:

aspect of competence, but also in the process of

1. The poem was written in 1957. What advice

personality formation and reaffirms one of our

does the author give about using the mother

tasks that both the development of new content

tongue at the beginning of the new century?

subjects, and new forms and methods of teaching

2.

Remembering that,

according to

K.

are important for modern teacher. It is necessary

Chukovsky, the language is "live as life", explain

to search effective ways of education for the pur-

the lines of poetry:

pose of adequate perception of very rapid changes
12
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taking place in society and in the information

Tasks:

field of a taught subject (mother tongue), includ-

1. What place on earth do you think to be your

ing through conducting extracurricular reading

homeland?

lessons. The language of E. Nosov’s works(19252002).

has

big

didactic

2. Why are there so many questions-in the be-

and

ginning of this passage? Can these sentences be

lingvocultorologicalpossibilities in this regard

called rhetorical question?

E. Nosov is a unique phenomenon in our liter-

3. Why does the following sentence after the

ature: the Great Russian writer, a classic of mod-

question begin with the introductory words "I

ern literature, a man of remarkable wisdom, hu-

think"?

manity, kindness. His works are well-known in

4. How do you understand the meaning of the

Russia and abroad. Many storiesare included in

wordt “okoem”? Find words with the same root

the school curriculum.At the lessons of Russian it

and write them down.

is advisable to use miniatures and essays, allow-

5. How do you understand the meaning of

ing revealing the unity of content and form, ie,

primary reality? How is it formed? Find in the

hold philological analysis of the text.

text the definitions of this word. What part of

Tasks accompany each text… At home read-

speech aretheye expressed by, and why?

ing lesson, students report on the work done and

6. Why does E.I. Nosov use the word with the

perform the job which caused them difficulty un-

prefix «вос» (восчувствованная)?

der the guidance of a teacher. We’ll show that

7. Why does the author use the Old Slavic

work onsome texts.

word instead of the word eye?
8. How do you understand the metaphor «soul

Small Motherland
Some people write: small motherland ... But

surprised, delighted and rejoiced"?

what is it? Where are its limits? Where and how

9. Find in an explanatory dictionarythe mean-

far does it extend? How can we calculate, meas-

ing of the word azure, and make the lexical anal-

ure, describe?

ysis of the word.

In my opinion, small motherland- is our child-

10. Finish the sentence "To me, small homeland – this ..." Make parse the resulting proposals

hood. Seen, heard and felt primary reality. That
county cup under the azure sky, which the boy's

About happiness

eye is able to embrace, and a wide-open soul is

When asked what happinesiis, a wise man said

able to accommodate, where the soul first sur-

that happiness – is to be sincere. So suddenly at

prised, delighted and cheered on the scope of

first hearing! It is assumed that happiness is int

happiness to be on Earth…

work, in usefulness to humans.

13
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But, on reflection, you come to an agreement:

teeth with a cracker orscrap the mouth. But what

in work it is necessary to be sincere; otherwise

kind of poetry, is it which, as gruel, is swallowed

the work will become a burden.

without chewing! But you’ll nevert forget the fla-

And people need you only when you are sin-

vor when you chew a piece! And the smoke, and

cere with them.

the house, and the field, and Rus, and the free

Tasks:

will of each will blow from his crumb ... A true

1. What is the style of the text style and type of

talent is rare and will be a rarity for ever, and

speech? Arguments answer.

that is why it has nationwide significance values.

2. Find in the explanatory dictionary the meaning

of

the

word

sincere.

Does

it

The forest is large, the number of trees, bushes

have

and all sorts of shrubs and grasses is countless.

onlyonemeaning? Pick up synonyms and anto-

Each of these plants is wonderful and helpful in

nyms.

its way. But the fact of the matter is that there are

3. How do you understand the words "... and in

a lot of them, so they make up their community

work you have to be sincere, otherwise the work

and the forest. But ginseng in the forest can be

will be a burden ..."?

only one root. Or did not turn out to be. Appar-

4. Determine the origin of the word burden (in

ently, here in the forest, nature has taken care to

the etymological dictionary) and pick up the root

avoid satiation and did not give each burdock

word for it.

imagineitself the root of life.

5. Define a method of forming the noun neces-

Tasks:

sity.

1. Into how many semantic units can the text

6. Write out of the text the numerals, deter-

be divided? Find ansentence (or sntences), which

mine their rank. What part of speech is the word

connects these parts.

only in the last sentence?

2. What artistic technique is used by the au-

7. Find compound predicates in the text, try to

thor?

replace them with simpleverbal ones. Is such an

3. Determine the meaning of the following

exchangeequel?

words: concentrated, gruel. Are they used in di-

8. How would you answer the question: what

rect or figurative meaning?

is happiness?

4. Write down the nouns with the diminutive
suffixes.

On poetry
This poetry has always seemed to me a good

5. Write down the words that are written with

roasted rye cracker. And do not be afraid of this

two letters, identify them as belonging to one or

comparison. Unlike crude loaf of bread all the

another part of speech.

excess vaporized out of it, leaving only dry con-

6. Write down a few words with prefixes, ex-

centrated stuff. Yes, sometimes you can break

plain their spelling.
14
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7. Write down the qualitative adjectives, form-

screening in the dialogue of cultures, sense of

ing their degree of comparison.

identity, uniqueness of the Russian people against

8. Make a dictionary entry for the word fra-

the background of other cultures.One of the most

grance.

effective ways of teaching in this case is a com-

9. Define the peculiarity of pronunciation of

parative analysis of lexical and phraseological

the word poetry.

phenomena in different languages, including lan-

10. Write an essay on the theme of the minia-

guage folklore. Russian folklore is characterized

ture "Who of contemporary authors can be con-

by the use ofderivatives of adjectives because

sidered a true talent."

"adjective derivatives as opposed to nominal, the

One of the main tasks of the teacher when

meaning of which is easily subject to semantic

working with the artistic text (about poetry or po-

analysis have a generalized, abstract meaning,

etic) in the opinion of E. Nosovis – "to avoid

because they can be combined with nouns of dif-

oversaturation" This work, which is akin to thea-

ferent semantics and thus the most sound mor-

ter arts, and the form of presenting the text should

phological structure transfer not only immediate,

be

A.

specific features of objects, but also to character-

Rozikconsiders that such a text is "final and defi-

ize the object through a metaphorical interpreta-

nite set of complex holistic theatrical characters

tion of the transferred traits ... " [18, p. 301].

similar

to

the

theatrical

text.

that are passed through the audience stage per-

An important addition to the knowledge of the

formance and the audience is decrypted under the

Russian culture is to prepare thematic presenta-

assumption that this letter expresses, describes

tions, including trainees, by the history of the na-

some imaginary world" [19, p. 147].

tional folk costume, excursions to the museum.

We believe that all this is of particular signifi-

This approach distinguished by us, creates special

cance and urgency in the re-regularly and system-

conditions for the development and entry of

atically improving the professional competence

learners into the world of language, by conceptual

of teachers, including the theoretical knowledge

sphere. Many scientists link the language and

and practical skills in teaching the mother tongue.

identity of the person by meansof conceptual

A priori, in this case, and it was one of the goals

sphere, pointing to its cultural predetermination.

of this writing.

Conceptual sphere of the language created by

The second direction of realization of linguis-

writers and folklore is extremely rich - is essen-

tic and cultural competence is the cognition of

tially conceptual sphere of Russian culture. This

Russian culture.People's life has kept and shaped

idea is confirmed by Y.S. Stepanov: "Culture - a

the way of life for centuries. All that was unnec-

set of concepts and relationships between them,

essary or cumbersome, or inappropriate to com-

expressed in different rows (primarily in the evo-

mon sense, national character, was lost over time,

lutionary semiotic ranks, as well as paradigms,
15
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styles, isoglosses, ranks, constants, etc...) ... " [11,

"In their form a burning manifestation of na-

p. 40].

tive speechthatflew out directly from a deep liv-

J. Bruner, scientist, psychologist at New York

ing source – forever young, forever developing

University, in his research focuses on the fact that

soul of the people. These proverbs and sayings

the most effective way of communication is visu-

themselves breathing life awaken to life and the

al, because people remember only 10% of what

seeds of native words always rooted, even uncon-

they hear, 20% – from the fact that read, and

sciously, in the soul of the child " [13, p. 332].

about 80% – of what they see and do [22, p. 101].

At home even walls help.

The idea of the influence exerted by folklore

A manhasonly one mother and only one Home-

works on the formation of the language person

land.

has been expressed in the history of Russian

At home every bush lets lodge.

methodology more than once. K. Ushinskiy be-

Its land is inhandfulf nice.

lieved that it is the people from whom you can

For your motherland neither strength nor life

learn the language, "The language of the people is

regret.

the best, never fading and always flowers bloom

To live is to serve the Motherland.

again throughout his spiritual life ... the whole

For native land death stand.

nation and the whole of his homeland is spiritual-

Rodina - Mother, be able to stand up for her.

ized in the language... people carefully keep the

Akin to the ground – die, do not go, and other.

trace of spiritual life in the popular word. Lan-

It is equally important to conduct a thematic

guage is the most alive, the most abundant and is

lesson about friendship and consider sayings

a strong link connecting the obsolete, living and

about friendship. Here are some of them:

future generations of people in one – a great his-

A man without friends islike a tree without

torical living whole [13, p. 370].

roots.

K. Ushinskiy wrote that the language is a cen-

A man without friends is like the left hand

turies-old chronicle of the life of people,it devel-

without the right.

ops the child spirit and is an awesome teacher.

The world is not nice without friends.

Particular attention in his native language educa-

Standing for one another is not totbe afraid of

tion system is devoted by K. Ushinskiyto study-

anything.

ing folk art. That's why he includes Russian prov-

Knight is recognized in the mount, and a

erbs, sayings, jokes, tongue twisters and riddles,

friend in trouble.

as well as Russian fairy tales, partly invented

Friends are learned in trouble, and others.

modeled folk Russian songs in the first book after

Sometimes you should use cards with stored in

the alphabet. He wrote about proverbs, sayings,

proverbs. Thus, it is possible to conduct a themat-

jokes and riddles:

ic lesson on the role of labor in human life. All
16
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the sayings about labor are divided into four

6. The trouble never comes alone. ... Beda- ...

groups: the value oflabor in human life; life with-

7. Work feeds and laziness spoils ... Laziness –

out labor; the value of the labor for knowledge;

...

significance of people’s labor for homeland. Stu-

8. Do not be born beautiful, but be born happy.
…

dents receive cards on which some proverbs are

•

Beautiful - …

printed. The teacher asks to read those who respond to the questions asked: What is human

Note: Mark proverbs about happiness with the
letter”A”and proverbs aboutllabour–with the let-

happiness? Why is a good job valued?
Sample cards

ter- "B".

№ p / n Proverbs Liter

Using ascertaining experiment as an empirical

"A", "B" word and its synonym

method of psycho-pedagogical research, the re-

1. Where there is labor there is happiness of a

sults were obtained that confirm the effectiveness

human

of methodical work in high school (grades 5,6) in

2. Without work aday seems a year long- ...

the implementation lingvoculturological compe-

3. Craft is honored everywhere ... Honor - ...

tence as an example of formation of some analyt-

4. The more grain there is the wealthier the

ical skills in studying the Russian language, as

country is... Wealth - ...

shown in table 1.

5. Love for work –is noticed by peoplet ... •
Love - ...
Table 1
Differentiation of students by level of formation of the individual
analytical skills in the study of the Russian language (ascertaining experiment)
Analytical skills
(Percentage) The experimental group (24 people).The control group (24 people).
people. % People. %
Ability to define the topic of the text 21 87.5 17 70.8
The ability to identify the main idea of the text 22 91.6 20 83.3
Ability to define stylistic affiliation text 18 75 15 62.5
Ability to define the genre of the text 16 66.7 16 66.7
From the analysis of the data presented in the

systematic use in the classroom of local history

table it is clear that the differentiation of skills is

materials, which increases the importance of

a definite correlation, but the highest rate of skills

emotional

to determine the main theme and the idea of the

lingvoculturological competenceof the youth.

text, and one of the factors that explain it is the
17
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Conclusion. The implementation of linguistic

rounding socio-cultural reality. The systematic

and communicative – culturologicalcompetence

approach to the use of language, speech and

of a personality through textoriented teaching

thoughtdistinguished in this plan creates certain

poses a number of problems for a teacher, first of

prerequisites for the formation of creative person-

all, to form students' ideas about both the struc-

ality, where a significant role for the achievement

ture and semantics of a language phenomenon

is played by a systematic integration of commu-

and its functions, its text-forming component;

nication processes and thinking, creativity, and, at

promote the absorption of the language laws on

the same time, the direction for real practical re-

the basis of its internal and interdisciplinary con-

sults in this issue.

nections; create historical and cultural context

Researchers of creative thinking E.P. Tor-

that allows to study the Russian language as the

rance, M.A. Wollach, N. A. Kogan showed the

language of Russian culture. And the criteria for

importance of the creative component for

evaluating the effectiveness of this work are the

effectiveaction. The criteria of creativity accord-

Maturity of analytical skills

ing to E. Torrence-fluency, flexibility, originality-

We present some of the forms and methods of

are necessary but not sufficient to assess creativi-

work with the text and with the word in the text,

ty in practical thinking [24]. Analyzing the data

aimed at identifying and analyzing the key words

of the evaluation criteria, we came to the conclu-

of the text, detecting and understanding of the

sion that it is necessary to add criteria for afford-

cultural background of the word especially in

ability and meaningfulness as the ability to man-

communication. The significance of this approach

age their own search for creative solutions to

is due to the fact that in communication people

problematic situations. At the same time, we

pass information to each other with some mean-

should not forget the fact that the deeper are the

ing, report something, asksomething, and make

attempts to figure out the cause of the problem

certain speech acts. How important it is to say the

situation and to analyze their actions and those of

right word for themselves and for others in time.

the communication partner, the less creativity

That word is the core of all human culture. Our

there is.

people have been brought up on the Word, they

Identified common patterns are consistent with

have attached great valueto what is said and writ-

those of foreign researchers (J.Kwiatkowski, C.

ten. Therefore, today it is not enough to use only

Martindale, O. Vartanian), who established that

academic knowledge of science in teaching the

creative people perform difficult tasks slower

native language. The process of specific percep-

compared with uncreative, but they perform sim-

tion and attitude based on the study of artistic el-

ple tasks quicker [17]. Identification of determi-

ements is important, as it creates feelings to do

nants of causality competency approach and crea-

with one’s own self and one’s position in the sur-

tivity can be a cause of a new study.
18
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Lingvoculturological competence should be

Thus, usingcomplexes of deliberately close to-

the focus of the teacher, as universallearning ac-

gether texts in teaching may represent a linguistic

tions, namely communicative ones, are formed

and cultural concept with its informative nucleus

through it. This competence involves the ability

and background knowledge that serves to pro-

to perceive and interpret cultural texts in which

mote linguistic and cultural consciousness of stu-

conceptual sphere of Russian culture and the abil-

dents and proves that "Language is the source of

ity to create their own texts, reflecting the Rus-

spiritual inspiration. It should be cleaned; healed,

sian cultural tradition is embodied through

revived and carefully protected...the Correctness

speech, both in form and in content, and this re-

of our language, that is, its form, must become

quires special training ofteachers, creating teach-

our habit and become our content" [3, p. 241].

ing materials that reflect this trend.
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MODERN METHODS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES`
TEACHING (ON THE BASIS OF CHINESE)
Abstract: аcute questions of teaching Chinese language by means effective methods of teaching are
considered in the article.
Keywords: speech practice, the formation of secondary language personality, approximation

The key issue of this research is the problem

by logistics, trade but now it has called the lan-

of priority a Chinese language teaching method-

guage of diplomatic negotiation.

ology, different ways` integration of Chinese

A wide range of companies are to attract the

learning, appearance of daunting tasks upon prac-

experienced employees to build up the profitable

ticing them. We are putting the hypothesis that an

communication in Chinese. The quantity of Chi-

individual is able to percept Chinese language

nese learners and teachers is decreasing because

using all modern effective methods of learning

of language acquisition takes a plenty of time.

foreign languages only.

Combination of economical, political, social

The relevancy of the theme and the hypothesis

and cultural reasons draws the reader`s attention

is determined by a wide scale of significant fac-

to Chinese as object of linguistic research. The

tors. There is necessity of a new world leader ex-

actuality of theme is acceptable.

istence which power prevents from conflicts esca-

The subject of our research is education touch-

lating during the present tense. This leader is con-

ing upon cognitive aspect. We are obliged to hold

sidering being China. Due to international finan-

an analysis of modern methodologies in foreign

cial institution creation, the Asian investment

languages study and peculiarities of their percep-

Bank China firmly strengthened its positions on

tion by students. The purpose of any communica-

the World stage.

tion is change of information which cannot be

The list of mentioned above major factors has

reached if the person is not adherent to such prin-

proved that negotiating demand by means of this

ciples as transferring of inner speech to outer and

language has increased. The startling revelation is

perception of discourse by an interlocutor. There

that Chinese is supposed to be the most popular

are three conditions for successful communica-

and widespread language all over the World. On-

tion from linguistic point of view:

ly a decade ago the usage area of it was restricted

1) Ability of perception and understanding
the discourse and outer speech;
22
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2) Skills of making the difference between

[2, p. 10]. Such kind of methods is referred to de-

correct and wrong grammatical construction;

velopment of cognitive skills; handle their

3) Ability to express the thought in different

knowledge, to be oriented in informational scale,

way.

accumulation of critical and creative mind. The

We are investigating the review of advantages

project is always aimed at self-confident activity

and disadvantages of well know methods of for-

of students involved into the process. During a

eign lecture building.

certain period of time a student implements indi-

1) Communicative method

vidual, coupled, grouped type of activity [3, p.

In a basis of this method relies on concept the

112]. The project includes goal setting, building

language is core of communication. The goal is to

the strategy of planning the project, involvement

generate communicative competence consisting

in project receiving results, jumping up to conclu-

of language competence (the utterances usage),

sion. The project is most appropriate method for

social linguistic communication (the ability to use

self study specialized in hypothesizing and inves-

language units according the speech situation),

tigation.

discourse competence (the ability to percept and

3) Intensive method

to achieve coherence in the perception and gener-

As G.A. Kitaigorodskaya mentioned there is

ation of individual utterances within the commu-

principle of realization of human resources based

nicative significance of speech formations), so

on social and psychological abilities of personali-

called “strategical' competence (the degree of

ty and society. [4, p. 33]. The main condition is

functioning language cultural context awareness),

social interaction. Practicing intensive method

social competence (ability and readiness to con-

gives the students a golden opportunity to broad-

tact with other people). The conception of lan-

en their outlook and excel their skills and qualifi-

guage competence produced by Homsky influ-

cations. The proficiency of this way is that it in-

enced the communication method appearance. By

fluences team building. Every student becomes

language Homsky meant the agility to build up

an object involved into learning process.

grammatically correct structures [1, p. 58]. To

4) Interactive method

jump to conclusion linguistic competence may be

This principle is based on complex of methods

generated by making elapses and their elimina-

targeted enhanced inter-subject interaction of

tion.

teacher and students, consequent realization of

2) Methods of project

which generates optimal conditions of their de-

One of the main purposes in teaching of any

velopment [5, p. 171]. There is worth to saying

foreign language is the formation of secondary

that interactive educational interaction is charac-

language

acquiring

terized by high degree rate communication of its

knowledge and overcome communicative tasks

participants, combinability of its shapes, kinds

personality,

capable

of
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and purposeful introspection of students` activity

of this approach have been developed by L.S.

and interaction. Interactive education is aimed at

Vygotsky, A.N. Leontiev, S.L. Rubinstein, B.G.

improving the behaviour and activities of stu-

Ananyev, where the object is personality by it-

dents.

self, in being formed in activities and fellowship

In conclusion we can add that the application

with other people, determines the nature of this

of interactive methods in the educational process

activity and communication. ..." [8, p. 202].

encourages the teacher to constantly work, pro-

The effectiveness of activity-personal method

fessional development and personal growth,

in teaching a foreign language is due to cultural,

which has a positive effect on student perfor-

psychological and ethical factors. The student

mance in language field.

gains the skills of independent work, but in addi-

5) Personal-active method A. Zimniya re-

tion, this technique evokes a sense of the social

veals the concept of personal-active approach

importance of the individual.

""...the personality-activity approach to learning

We presented a brief review of modern meth-

formulated by the mid 80-ies, was designed pri-

ods of teaching Chinese language. Separate exist-

marily as a subject-oriented organization and

ence of theoretical foundations out of human ex-

management of teacher training activities of the

perience has no meaning only the implementation

student in solving them specially organized train-

of these methods is used to determine the effec-

ing tasks of different complexity and perspective.

tiveness of a particular technique for a particular

These tasks develop not only substantive and

individual. Our experiment involved 3 teachers,

communicative competence of the learner, but

native Chinese speakers (male, teacher of practi-

also his personality. At the same time, it became

cal course of Chinese, 32 years; a woman, a

apparent that the personality-activity approach

teacher of grammar and writing, 44; the man, the

can be considered from the perspective of a stu-

teacher of practical phonetics, 39 years). The

dent. [6, p. 129]. Based on the definition of edu-

group of Russian-speaking students consisted of 8

cational activity of D. B. Elkonin, according to

people (age from 17 to 28 years with an initial

which its specificity is that it aims at the devel-

level of proficiency in the Chinese language). Lo-

opment and self-development of the subject of

cation: China, Jilin province, Changchun city,

this activity, a question was raised about the dual

Changchun University. The object of our study is

orientation personal-activity approach: the posi-

Beijing dialect, which is the main group of

tion of the teacher and the student...." [7, p. 12]. It

Northern dialects of Chinese language.

is necessary to distinguish between the following.

Teaching Chinese language by foreign teach-

This question correlates with the results of years

ers is fundamentally different from ways of

of research (I.S. Yakimanskaya, A.K. Markova,

teaching supported by native speakers. While

A.B. Orlov and others), but the main provisions

holding a lecture teachers should not set a goal to
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study a language from beginner level but they

of external speech in the foreign language. The

need to concentrate on a conscious search in the

purpose of this method is the thinking organiza-

Chinese language equivalents, analogies, relevant

tion in the Chinese language, which consists of

to the realities and concepts of their native lan-

the elements: listening, speaking, reading and

guage. In this regard, students should not learn a

writing.

new language, but merely a new way of linguistic

Teachers should build your lesson using a

expression of thoughts and to bring up a new lan-

common database, i.e. to use the same lexical

guage habit.

case and to consider it in a different paradigm.

Communicative methodology is one of the

New characters can be displayed in presentation.

best and most popular in teaching today. Thanks

Pronunciation of denotation first must be pro-

to this method, the student has the golden oppor-

nounced by native speakers, and then repeated by

tunity to obtain not only basic knowledge but also

the students. The next stage is implementation of

improving of basic language skills spoken Chi-

a maximum allowable set of lexemes by means of

nese language.

dialogue. Next, you need to fix an image of deno-

This method is based on the following princi-

tation in its memory. The best solution is to read

ples:

and identify characters in the text. The regularity

• Spoken language orientation.

of these manipulations "helps us to bear new ex-

• Practical exercises.

pressions in our mind and stimulates us to acti-

• Putting in attention features of native lan-

vate them".

guage.

The experiment has revealed the dichotomy in

These principles are implemented on condi-

the system of teaching by native Chinese speak-

tions which are given below:

ers. Every unfamiliar word first must be heard

• Learning a foreign language by means of

and spoken out loud by the students, and then

speech models [9, p. 312-321].

read and displayed graphically.

• A combination of speech training with

Be aware of following the sequence in blocks

speech practice.

of reading, speaking, writing and hearing. First

• Approximation of foreign language learning

listening, then speaking, afterwards reading and

activities.

writing. Now this principle is enforced rarely, but

• The intensity of the initial stage of learning.

it provides penetration Chinese lexeme into a

Let`s apply this model to the previous experi-

human mind. Nowadays much time is devoted to

ences (in our case, the experiment). Speech orien-

calligraphy, which leads to the fact that the stu-

tation is based on the development of communi-

dent recognizes the characters in the Chinese text,

cative skills of Chinese students. The design of

and adapts to the native language, but do not coin

thought in inner speech precedes the reproduction

them for daily usage. The second method of Chi25
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nese language teaching, contrary to the commu-

from are not involved in the process of a simple

nicative practice, that "the drilling of characters."

Chinese question, which we held at the lecture,

Purpose of training is not to teach students Chi-

but was acquainted with only one style of expres-

nese characters juggling, but new skills mastering

sion.
The method of “approximation" is based on

by means Pinyin.
Another noteworthy principles is called "com-

abiding the principle according which the teacher

bination of language training with speech practic-

purposely does not pay attention to phonetic and

es". It is necessary to distinguish two completely

grammatical mistakes of the student. Instead of

different concepts, namely "training speech" and

that he focused on the speech reproduction in a

"speech practice". Speech training focuses the

foreign language expressing tolerance to foreign

reader's attention on a particular grammatical

students with an awareness on difficulty of Chi-

construction. Choosing the option with the cor-

nese learning of all the complexity of immersion

rect location of graphemes in design, the student

in the Chinese language. Within our experiment

trains their memory. Speech practice contributes

the teachers deliberately did not heard our gram-

to the activation of this pattern whenever there is

matical errors but phonetical did. The reason for

a need for solving communicative tasks. During

it is obvious: phonetic of Chinese must be strictly

the entire course of study before the experiment

adherent to.

participants were set a similar task. Teachers of

Verifying our hypothesis of advantages and

grammar, practical course of the Chinese lan-

disadvantages of Chinese teaching methods we

guage made the main emphasis on language train-

jumped to the conclusion. Complete disintegra-

ing. But it "hurts the eyes". Studying a language

tion of methods is ineffective towards to Chinese

at any age, at any level, and students and teachers

language as the object of study. The teachers

are motivated by the goal of "development and

should keep balance doing their business.

improvement of language." Oral training exercis-

1.

A combination of four blocks (listening,

es – a great tool "Refine" framework structures,

reading, writing, speaking) allows to keep ac-

but, at the same time and the pest to overcome the

quired collocations in mind capable to have dif-

language barrier. Performing the same exercises,

ferent expression plan.

we loose their thinking. The evolution of lan-

2.

Teacher focus on exercises implementa-

guage is possible only through the solution of a

tion for speech practice development. Students

complex communicative issue. It is through

are strongly recommended to formulate my

speech practice, we build the same thoughts in

thoughts in different ways that is language devel-

different ways, dilute it synonyms, speed, use in-

opment in common sense.

version where possible. Otherwise we risk not to
understand what was going on, when we hear
26
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3.

Approximation is considered to be an pos-

tion. The art of writing and grammar should re-

itive effect due to its drawing of attention to

flect communication skills but not put them into

speech production.

the shade.

To conclude we can confirm that all the methods of mastering the language are implemented
through constant speech practice and communica-
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SYNTHESIS OF ARTS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE OF RUSSIAN
LITERATURE AT THE TURN OF THE 19-20 CENTURIES

Abstract: the article deals with the strategic philological trends exploring the phenomenon of synthesis, realized in literary and cultural life of crucial epochs in Europe and Russia. It highlights the definitional and substantive resource of the term, the need of which is essential for describing various phenomena in the humanities field. The article gives reasoning characteristics of synthesis in the aforementioned
era.
Keywords: style, stylization, synthesis, portraying, genre
‘Synthesis’ as a term requires clarification as it

The purpose of the present work is to define

cannot be found either in the Literary Encyclope-

the main features of the phenomenon, inherited

dia, the Dictionary of Literary Terms or in the

by culture at the turn of the 19-20 centuries and

Encyclopedic Dictionary of Music. It is common

widely represented in Russian literature of the

knowledge that the word 'synthesis' originates

same era.

from Greek sunthesis, ‘place together,’ the ‘com-

The phenomenon of synthesis requires specific

bination’ (mental or real) of different components

attention as without understanding its role in dif-

of an object, to form a connected whole, a sys-

ferent epochs of European and Russian cultures it

tem.

is impossible to fully describe the individual style

As antonym ‘synthesis’ is inextricably linked

of writers, representing the epoch and the era it-

with ‘analysis’, the process of separating an ob-

self in particular.

ject into its constituent elements. The term

It is difficult to imagine the synthesis of arts,

'synthesis' with regard to arts (literature, music,

no matter in which field it took or is taking place,

painting, architecture) became wide-spread at the

without its compulsory constituents:
– the reflection in the triad ‘thesis-antithesis-

turn of the 19-20 centuries, with the advance of

synthesis’;

the neo-romantic epoch, in which the scientific

– its opposition to analytical tendencies in cul-

research of Friedrich Schlegel, the promoter of
the Romantic movement, was peculiarly reflect-

ture;

ed.
28
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– the combination of centripetal dominant,

Closer to the boundary of the two eras drama-

contributing through that combination to the cre-

turgic components could be traced in the works of

ating of something absolutely new, unprecedent-

other writers as a play written by a dramatist is

ed before.

staged by the representatives of performing art,

The latter implies that the process of synthesis

directors and actors.

always results in a qualitatively new ‘product.’ In

Literature as an art of words seeks for possible

this case one can speak about its additional mean-

upgrades within itself. The dramaturgic is reflect-

ings: synthesis can act as an intention, a vector,

ed in the synthetic art of the theatre. Poetry

but not achieve an expected result, when the re-

breaks the framework of literary proper within

sult is eclectic, the arbitrary mixing of different

itself, experimenting with music possibilities. The

styles, or convergence, the juxtaposition of styles,

best example is the poetry of Alexander

without purpoting to have a principally new re-

Dobrolubov, Konstantin Balmont “Recalling the

sult. This vital concept ought to be considered

Evening in Amsterdam”, Innokenty Annesky

separately.

“The Violin Bow and Strings” and later Igor

What was happening in Russian culture of the

Severyanin,

landmark era? The most celebrated period of

Nikolai

Gumilev,

Vladimir

Mayakovsky.

Russian literature was the 19th century. It was

Philosophical, literary, musical, philological

almost impossible in this connection to surpass

endeavours make these aspects generally cultural

Tolstoy or Dostoevsky. It was Chekhov who was

[1]. E.g. Wagner was the author of librettos to his

actually the first to realize the exhaustion of the

own operas, Nietzsche was the author of the fa-

genre in the1880-s. Due to his talent the genre of

mous poem “Thus Spoke Zarathustra”, Solovyov

a short story is no longer 'a trifle'.

was an original poet , to say nothing of Buslajev,

In fact, the story itself under Chekhov’s pen

Potebnya, Rimsky-Korsakov, Skryabin, Stravin-

acquired the features it did not possess before.

sky, the symbolist poets, Ivanov and Bely.

Chekhov's prose takes the features which are

Thus, the main purpose of practically all arts

characteristic of poetry as a semantic unity: asso-

without exception is the ‘transformation of Man,’

ciativity, consolidation of details, repetition or

changing the existing world order of things. The

enumeration of details, the primacy of sensual

idea of living transformation is getting almost no-

and meditative range over events, which gives

torious, although variously interpreted. Art

prose dramatic density and multidimentionality. It

should change the world, its nature, society, cul-

is not incidental that Chekhov, the significant fig-

ture and even the constituents of art, which in lit-

ure of the landmark era, at the beginning of his

erature are represented by words.

career had an ‘unlucky’ experience as a dramatist.

Wording as the substance of art is perceived
not in the framework of language, but as part of
29
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liturgical worship (liturgy is ‘common work’ and

sound. By the end of the 1910s a lot had certainly

action at the same time, during which everything

changed, but not this dominant.

is aimed at transforming human nature: a priest’s

Dramatic art, play acting in a wide sense of the

preaching, spiritual hymns, the architectural

word, later called figuratively and metaphorically

structure of the Church and the religious symbol-

‘carnival’ is the consequence of research in the

ism of church painting. In liturgy everything is

field of synthesis. The latter has reflected in the

crucial. The wording is intensifying its constitu-

creative work of any artist without exception as

ents, that is why Vyacheslav Ivanov when charac-

one of the characteristic features of the epoch.

terising his era wrote: “First of all it was synthe-

Synthesis at the turn of the 19-20 centuries

sis we were seeking”, and noted, “it is not the

discovered various methods of enriching fiction

synthesis of romanticists, it is the synthesis new,

in terms of its contents, found new ways of trans-

liturgical” [2]. At that time the temptation to

ferring the meaning, created unique opportunities

compose a literary work, using liturgical devices,

of semantic consolidation in the works of art. The

polished by centuries, was great. Impudence (or

contemporary linguist received the greatest op-

vanity?) , with which experiments were conduct-

portunities for analyzing the verbal texture of a

ed in different fields, could have been worth of a

literary work when the wording can and ought to

better usage. It was not the symbolists, but Ivan

be regarded at least in two more spheres: within

Bunin, Boris Zaytsev and Ivan Shmelev, who

the framework of generally cultural as a phenom-

achieved real success on that way.

enon of wide synthesis, the synthesis of art, and

Symbolists succeeded in portraying genres [3].

within the boundaries of one art as the phenome-

Synthesis always results in the “new stylization”

non of intra-literary synthesis. Then there is no

(Evgeny Anichkov) of musical, pictorial (the

need to argue to which genre belongs Bunin’s

symphonies of Andrey Bely, sonata form in the

“Antonovka Apples” (whether it is an elegy, a

prose of that epoch, creative work of Čiurlionis,

sonata or a story). The enumerated genre defini-

Roerich, Voloshin), the specific role of a portrait

tions do not come into conflict as they can be

and an icon in the semantics of works. It also

found in the forma interna of the whole. On the

leads to the stylization in a narrow sense with dif-

other hand, one should not describe absolutely

ferent dominants: parodying, topical satire, cari-

everything through synthesis. August Ambros

cature of mystery as a synthetic genre.

wrote that one can impose music on anything, but

Thus, the Silver Century combined the antiqui-

one cannot combine music with everything [4].

ties of Egypt, antiquity, the Middle Ages, Renais-

Conclusions:

sance, baroque, and that was how East, Russia

In Russian philology the issue of synthesis of

and West met again. The role of the artist became

arts is being productively worked out by Sergey

apostolic no matter how paradoxical it might

Vasiljev,
30

Galina

Zavgorodnjaa,

Svetlana
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Kolosova,

Evgenia

Astashenko,

Lidia

mits to talk about the prospective possibilities of

Dmitrievskaya, Olga Chelukanova as well as by

further research of this kind.

the authors of this article and others, which per-
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THE ISSUE OF CHILDREN SOCIALIZATION IN MODERN SOCIETY AS A PROBLEM

Abstract: this article contains a socio-philosophical analysis of the socialization of children. In modern conditions, socialization of children has become a problem. Solution to this problem depends on the
quality of social reproduction and future Russian society.
Keywords: socialization, problem, social reproduction, family, education, religion, labor, society

Today, children socialization in the conditions

searchers have come to a decision that the process

of modern society has become a problem. Prob-

of examining socialization is more important than

lem as a term can be defined as a necessity,

the outcome. In our opinion, the socialization can

which needs the solution, but does not have the

act both ways – constructive or destructive. For

only one. Under the term socialization, we under-

instance, the whole stratum may become a victim

stand the process of evolution of the human to the

of socialization in the fascist-shaped totalitarian

“homos social”, with his philosophical values,

or dictator regime, as the history shows. Because

cultural potential, the labor and communication

of the total control of their lives, the affected stra-

skills, the human, who is able to develop himself

tum may turn to the destructive way of acting

in a society. During the process of socialization,

(Sheinov, 2002., Selchenok, 2004).

children are becoming the factor of social repro-

An individual may also become the real victim

duction, which means the reproduction of social

of the negative outcomes process of socialization.

structure. It also includes the mutual exchange

For example, disabled people are a result of the

between the individual and the society, multilat-

effects of wars or natural or technogenic disas-

erally determined connections of the society with

ters. Children and teenagers with psychosomatic

personality. It also worth saying that the re-

defects are a result of incorrect behavior of their
32
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parents. The potential victims are such people as

were created at a federal level, it may show that

migrants, or children born in the families with the

the state is not interested in the prevention of aso-

low financial, moral or education level. However,

cial behavior. The teenagers, whose life experi-

as a result of socialization, we expect a person to

ence is too short and the ambitions are too high,

become kind, peaceful and creating the beauty.

are affected by the promotion of such an idle life-

By concerning the process of socialization as a

style because they are not able to resist this press-

real problem, we mean the ideological condition

ing.

of the entire society, and not just in Russia, but

Information technologies played a significant

also in the whole world. The decrease in national

role in the development of asocial teenagers’ be-

identity and losing the traditions in Russia was

havior. It appeared just as a tool of the optimiza-

followed by the globalization, organization of the

tion of humans’ labor, but today it is something

global economic union, the migration between

that absorbs the souls and sometimes can even

the states and the mutual cultural affection. Under

harm the health. As an example, there was a story

these circumstances, we notice that the principle

of a teenager girl, who had an impact over her

of consumption has become the main ideological

virtual communicators and provoked them to do a

principle of life of any modern society, and the

suicide. The investigation showed, that this girl

labor as the source of wealth is not prestigious

did not even feel the guilt, but, furthermore, she

anymore. The luxury way of living ‘attacks’ the

laughed at them. It was the way of her social self-

people’s minds by watching the TV, reading the

realization.

glance magazine, looking at advertising banners,

Such a phenomenon as selfie (photographing

etc. For instance, we may particularly see the evi-

themselves using mobile phones) is common

dence in the marketing of automotive industry. In

among adolescents and young people and turned

Bashkortostan Republic of Russia, in Ufa city,

into a way to self-fulfillment, a sort of the aim in

well known little Daewoo Matiz is advertised un-

life becomes earning more likes. Likes, affixed

der the slogan “urban hooligan”. In terms of mar-

under the photo or video in the Internet network

keting, the automotive industry usually acts in

are considered as an assessment of self-worth. In

federal scale. Regional managers’ function is

addition, the television has informed about the

usually only to find the board to place the adver-

new trend - teenagers clinging frantically racing

tisement (Dmitrienko, 2013).

trains, run on their roofs to capture on your moOleg

bile phone how “cool” they are and upload it for

Dmitrienko shows that firstly, hooliganism is

self-promotion. The risk of his death does not

suggested to be assessed by the society not as a

frighten them. These ignoramuses do not think

kind of deviation, but as a kind lifestyle, no mat-

about the fact that in the case of the tragic, people

ter it is not legal. Secondly, as the advertisements

will blame the workers of the railway, who can-

The

analysis

of

the

citation

of
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not find a way to deal with these "reckless driv-

the social environment, neighbors, peers, schools,

ers".

etc., children’ minds and turned into identity.

These examples are only a partial illustration

Therefore, in the process of generational change,
children continue the life’s of their parents.

of the harmful effects of IT on the boys and girls.
Another example of it is electronic games that

What is happening today with the family insti-

replace the reality with the virtual world. Obser-

tution? In our research "Problems of development

vation of the young men, conducting the bulk of

of the family in today's Russian society," we

free time in the game show that they become irri-

wrote that the modern family as a social institu-

table, aggressive in relations with others, lose in-

tion is experiencing a crisis (Bilalova, 2009). It

terest in physical training, knowledge, learning,

includes not only the Russian family, but the en-

etc.

tire world. According to statistics, the number of

We should repeat the idea that the devaluation

divorces exceeds the number of marriages. Fig-

of the value of labor on a national scale contrib-

ures show that we have growing number of moth-

utes to the spiritual impoverishment of society

ers, raising their children alone. The values of the

and particularly the younger generation. And we

classical family (heterosexual parents and their

can see the results – lack of interest in work in all

children) are denied by the aggression of homo-

its mental or physical labor, mindless imitation of

sexuality. In our opinion, the negative attitude

the celebrity lifestyles, teenagers’ alcoholism,

towards homosexual relations is not a manifesta-

drug addiction, early abortions and abandoned

tion of hypocrisy. Forms of human sexual instinct

children. What does the future holds for progres-

may be different, but it should be deeply person-

sive society with desocializing children? The

al, and never be shown as a social call ratio. In

question seems rhetorical.

addition, the history of humanity has proved

Family has always been the most important

many times that the dismissive attitude toward

form of socialization. It shows the depths of the

traditional family values leads to a general degra-

way of living, gives a system of moral guidelines,

dation and death of civilization, recalling, for ex-

teaches how to interact with public, etc. Society,

ample the fall of the Roman Empire.

of course, contradicts the character of the indi-

We have previously written about such a sig-

vidual, its worldviews. However, the foundations

nificant factor of socialization as the media and

laid by his or her family, stay with the person and

advertising, in particular. In our opinion, the huge

let him stand or fall during life crises. Children in

role in the creation of the image of the family

the family are following their genetic (biological)

could be the strong marriages of famous actors,

instincts and adapting to the conditions of the

politicians and other public figures whose way of

family. Under the influence of natural, environ-

life, one way or another, affects the social behav-

mental, socio-cultural phenomena and processes,

ior. In practice, we can see the endless stories
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about who divorced, became friends, and, as a

One of the social institutions that is able to

share of marital property, having children togeth-

form a mature, spiritually rich person is religion.

er. Young men with an immature soul, who does

Modern science and philosophy is based on the

not receive proper education in the family, does

fact that religion constitutes two of its sides. The

not have a positive ideological reference within

first side, fundamental, inherent in the nature of

the community, desocializes and chooses the eas-

human – a faith in God, represented in the minds

iest path in life. The society receives immature

of the faithful people, which helps the human in

individuals, which results in degradation in scale

difficult moments of life. In human mind, the

and becomes an easy prey for the people who are

God is not a dogma of the church, but the ideals

ready to break up any state for the sake of their

of humanism as a hope. The psychological and

own selfish interests.

philosophical side of religion lies here. The philo-

The complex process of children socialization

sophical problem of human psychology is that the

in a modern family makes sure to have a good

growing mind of a child in the family, as well as

education in accordance with their capabilities

a mature person is constantly torn beyond the

and requirements of society. Education acts as an

psyche, to comprehend its mystery, seeks to

important part of the socialization process, which

penetrate into the meaning of human life, in the

is necessary to consider not only as a process of

depths of his "universe". The second aspect of

teaching and learning. Education as a social insti-

religion – its spiritual and ideological dogmas,

tution, implements the task of forming the intel-

institutions and organizations. It is clear that the

lectual and personal development of a human.

support of a higher mind can only be a person

Today, it should be considered as a kind of work,

who is represented in the image of a living per-

because we know that knowledge in modern con-

son. According to Hegel’s concept of "god" in the

ditions becomes one of the decisive factors of so-

"Encyclopedia of Philosophy," God - is the ratio

cial production in the conditions of total consum-

of "the phenomenon to the essence, the finite to

erism. As a result, learning becomes a serious,

infinity, etc., and at the same time caused by re-

responsible, health and financially costly process

flection of the nature of this relationship." (Hegel,

and, at the same time, prepares for a new phase of

1956).

socialization in adulthood, when a person is real-

Human beings start thinking about God be-

ized in certain spheres of material and spiritual

cause of it is weakness towards nature and socie-

production. However, nowadays, the value of

ty. It is often questioned: is there a proof of exist-

work, coupled with the creativity, dedication and

ence of God in the payers and rites of religious

creativity is denied in order to to expand the

people? Yes, it lies in the FAITH and

boundaries of the influence of consumerism.

ASPIRATION in God's existence. A human
needs it, needs it is protection from the evil. In
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general, God is a spiritual form of faith and aspi-

The murder of innocent people has always been

ration of people (either abstract, than real). A

treated as a crime.' (Patriarch Kirill, 2016). It is

human leaves in the endless fear from the evil. He

essential to highlight the fact that people often

does not rely on the other human as he knows that

turn to God mostly in the moments of life crisis.

the human is weak towards the unexpected, ruth-

Nowadays, Russian society overcomes the crisis

less and merciless evil. People usually think of

when religion could promote the revival, preser-

natural disasters, wars, vicious attacks on the in-

vation and development of spiritual mentality and

nocent people. The evil is in the terror, kidnap-

identity. It is important to say that the orthodoxy

ping, murder of young women and kids, terrible

in its form of religious outlook has always been

injuries. Wise people, philosophers usually say

the leading spiritual guide of the Russian society.

that people use the image of the devil to represent

Berdyaev is known to have written that the ortho-

evil person. They underline the fact that the evil

doxy plays a very special role for Russia. He said

person is worse than any beast. A human needs a

that for every person it has become a special civi-

more powerful defender than a human itself when

lizational code. As Berdyaev underlines, 'there is

it comes to the evil. This phenomenon demon-

rather the orthodoxy of life rather that of the doc-

strates its’ soul. Scientifically speaking, it demon-

trine. The orthodoxy is the not a doctrine, an ex-

strated his mind and his psychology or something

ternal organization, an external form of behavior,

spiritual in the human being. One can find the

but a spiritual life, experience and path. The es-

patterns of the occurrence of religion. However,

sence of Christianity is the inner spiritual desire'.

the complexity of this phenomenon lies in the fact

The Christianity that relies on the Eastern father

that people decided to take it under their control.

of the Church, it is not rationalized as it is on the

They created special institutions in the form of

West: ' Orthodoxy denies rationalism; it denies

churches and clergymen. Some clergymen try to

any form of normativism. The Orthodox Church

use religion and churches in their own selfish in-

is not defined in the rational way. It is clear only

terests. They wish to dominate people. The inqui-

for the people living in it and for the enclosed for

sition in the Western Europe arose this way. Cur-

its spiritual experience' (Berdyaev, 2016). Anoth-

rent religious criminal sects kill certain victims

er thought of Nicholas Berdyaev is very im-

hiding behind the act of sacrifice to God. Maniacs

portant and relevant today. He said that "Christi-

do it for the fear, or in order to retain over the re-

anity must emerge from isolation and insularity

cruited members of the sect. Some of them use

must actualize its hidden spiritual treasures."

religious ideas as the banners for the terrorist at-

(Berdyaev, 2016). One could add that Orthodoxy

tacks. Patriarch Kirill said about the tragic events

should become the driving force of international

in Nice on 14 July 2016: ' The terror attack is the

Russian society in the struggle for the Russian

most terrible and inhumane method of warfare.

social spirituality, interfaith cooperation organi36
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zation in the name of saving the Great of Russia.

The urgency of acquiring moral education of

This role is inherent in the Orthodox Church and

children, parents, men and women in the spirit of

has the same world-historical mission. It is neces-

respect for each other, the value of family sav-

sary to unite the efforts of all confessions for the

ings.

spiritual education of adolescents and young peo-

The procreation, social reproduction naturally

ple in order to fill their souls and the world of

causes the socialization of children. In the era of

creation, not destruction.

modern civilization, the general informatization

Findings suggest themselves naturally. The

of society represents the previous historic levels

modern civilization makes a big leap into the new

of culture, but in a more complex and lengthy,

level of progress that promises new hope for the

more knowledge-intensive and energy-intensive

family, the parents and their children. At the same

way. It increases the cost of the process of be-

time, it brings new difficulties and anxiety, new

coming biosocial individual – the social nature of

problems that can be solved only in the peaceful

human, heavy, responsible, patriotic joint work of

cooperation of peoples and the improvement of

children, parents and society as the whole. An

social life of every nation taking into account its

essential role in the modern conditions should

specific historical features. Only peaceful cooper-

belong to religion.

ation of the nations might prosperous human procreation.
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SOME ERROR IN THE OBJECTIVE RESULTS OF STUDYING
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Abstract: the article describes the main error in solving the problems of the unified state exam in
mathematics students of the Altai region of Russia. Reflected in the article data are theoretical and practical importance for the analysis of the current state of mathematics education at the regional and municipal
levels.
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The implementation of a unified state exam

the repetition of such error in the future; second-

(hereinafter – USE) made it possible to annually

ly, the very process of detecting an error can be

monitor the results of learning school disciplines,

exciting for the students and learning mistakes

particularly, mathematics. In Altai region, a sub-

becomes a means to boost the students interest in

ject commission prepares a comprehensive analy-

mathematics» [1, p. 3].

sis following the results of the USE, which indi-

The analysis of the USE results allowed re-

cates the errors in subject results and outlines the

vealing a few shortcomings in mathematical

ways of performance of preventive and correc-

training of the school graduates, which have been

tional activities. Many errors are marked and at

most often detected in recent years and come up

the federal level [3], however, there are regional

at earlier stages of teaching mathematics:
•

peculiarities.

absence of a skill to «read» a task and

The detection of errors by the students is

work with the condition of the task: hence, there

aimed at not only control, but also improvement

are many errors related to the loss of data and

of the educational process, because it enables to

change of the condition of the task in the process

outline ways of overcoming typical errors and

of solving it;
•

drawbacks of the students in the course of further

reduction of computation culture in many

studies. The functions of error analysis were de-

students; there is a weak comprehension of the

fined in scientific-methodological literature long

methods of identical transformations of mathe-

ago. «U is useful to review at least some of these

matical expressions and absence of self-control

errors with the secondary school students for two

skills;

reasons: firstly, learning an error helps us avoid
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•

lack of understanding and non-realization

solving an exponential or logarithmic inequality

of the essence of equivalence of transformations

with the help of the method of introduction of a

in solving equations or inequalities and, conse-

new variable.

quently, an assumption in the process of solving

Of particular interest among the teachers and

non-equivalent transformations (particularly, di-

students of mathematics is the analysis of errors

vision of both parts of the equation into an ex-

in solving problems that require solutions de-

pression with a variable without investigating the

ployed. As an example, the findings of the analy-

possibility of its equality to zero at some value of

sis of the solution of one of the exam tasks.

a variable);
•

Condition Problem one of the following: "a)
Solve the equation

a clear algorithm of solution to the task

 3

cos 2 x  2  3 cos
 x
 2


with a parameter, which leads to the loss of solutions; as a result, students present incomplete or
unfinished solution to the task with parameter

b) A Specify the roots of this equation belong-

without having considered value of the new vari-

ing to the segment

3 

."
 3 ; 2 

able or parameter or conducting the check of obtained values of the parameter;
•

formalism in the construction of a solution

The basis of this task:

to the task, «narrow view» on the condition of the

- Knowledge of the basic trigonometric formu-

task: particularly, the condition that «an equation

las (Pythagorean trigonometric identity);

has a sole solution» in the task receives the entire

- Possession by a change of variable in the so-

attention of the students leaving other compo-

lution of the equation;

nents of the condition without consideration

- The ability to solve quadratic equations;

(presence of a module, symmetry of roots etc.);

- Computer skills to work with numerical irra-

•

insufficient formedness of the students'

tional expressions;

abilities to apply the methods of solving the sys-

- The ability to solve simple trigonometric

tem of different kinds of inequalities, superficial

equations for general and specific formulas;

understanding of logarithm, poor knowledge of

- Knowledge of the area values of trigonomet-

the properties of logarithmic and exponential

ric functions;

functions. When solving logarithmic and expo-

- Possession of at least one way to root selec-

nential inequalities, the solution of an inequality

tion trigonometric equation of a specified period:

is often substituted with the solution of an equa-

with the help of the unit circle, the decision of a

tion, i. e. there is no step with the use of a method

double inequality, brute force, using the graph of

of intervals or a curve of signs. Students also

the function.

have difficulties with an opposite substitute when
39
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A visual representation of the solvability of

is carried out in accordance with the criteria given

this problem gives Pic. 1. Evaluation of this task

in the demo version of the USE [4].

Pic. 1: The results of the job in the primary points
Typical errors in the solution of this problem

wrote down the formula of the roots of trigono-

are as follows.

metric equations

sin x  a or cos x  a

1. Inaccuracies and errors in formulas roots
simple trigonometric equations: the use of the

not taking into account the condition a   1;1

formula for the roots of simple trigonometric

under which these equations have solutions in

equations with respect to the sine – cosine with

general.

respect to the equation, and vice versa, the incor-

4. Loss of roots in the transition from the sim-

rect frequency roots, clerical and other errors in

plest solutions of the trigonometric equation in

the recording of the root. These errors led to the

general form to the particular species.

fact that the solution of the equation were speci-

5. Violation of logic inference, the lack of log-

fied incorrectly, and as a consequence – the first

ical connectives, the consideration of a particular

point of the problem has not been fulfilled.

case of the equality instead of solving the prob-

2. Incorrect calculation of the inverse trigono-

lem.

metric function values or incorrect values

6. Errors and clerical errors in solving trigo-

arcfunction or incorrect conversion arcfunction

nometric equations, or the roots of the selection

negative argument. These errors also led to the

of a specified period

fact that the roots of the equation were specified

7. Lack of substantiation of the selection of the

incorrectly, and as a consequence – the first point

root gap.

of the problem has not been fulfilled.

Methodical analysis of errors in subject results

3. Ignorance of the set of values of the trigo-

of learning mathematical content obtained by the

nometric functions sine and cosine. Students
40
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students leads to definition of a mathematical and

the USE, P.I. Samsonov notes: «Modern technol-

logical component of the errors. Modern means

ogies came to a modern teachers rescue — now,

of assessment of the learning results in practice of

they can see the scans of their students' works,

application are oriented at assessing the achieve-

which means they can analyze the conceptual

ments of the students Lo the prejudice of error

component of the results of the examination. It is

detection. This is also manifested in the genesis

important to be ahead of the situation – to pre-

of criteria of assessment of examination works, in

vent possible errors; it includes a different selec-

the insufficiency of a comprehensive analysis of

tion of tasks and exercises for the educational

subject results (during the statement of the facts

work of the student in class and at home and a

of insufficient results when solving certain tasks,

different class-by-class planning as well as a dif-

errors in subject training and ways of their pre-

ferent preparation of a teacher for classes» [2, p.

vention are often not detected). In this respect,

14].

there are contradictions related to the application

Understanding the nature of errors participants

of modern means at different levels of education

in the exam is the foundation to improve the qual-

and trust in them by all interested parties. Analyz-

ity of education.

ing the content of the tasks of the second part of
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PRECONDITIONS OF IMPROVING THE
LANGUAGE EDUCATION QUALITY AT HIGH SCHOOL

Abstract: the article examines the social and economic preconditions of intercultural communicative
and professional competence development in the process of higher education. The author distinguishes
the main contemporary social, cultural and economic trends of world development, causing significant
changes in education and in the field of language education in particular. The article analyzes the process
of reforming Russian higher education, according to which the basic indicators of the quality of education
in the form of knowledge, abilities and skills do not meet these requirements and conditions. In this sense,
competence acts as a new unit of measure of education human and social requirements of the society. In
relation to language and profession competence acts as a unit of measure of the quality of communication
and understanding in foreign language professional environment.
Keywords: educational reform, educational process, higher education, competences, the process of
formation of competences, intercultural communicative and professional competence

Complex socio-economic, political, cultural

The main modern tendencies of world devel-

and ideological changes and the integration pro-

opment, causing significant changes in education

cesses of informatization and globalization of the

include:

modern world originating from the late twentieth

- the transition to a postindustrial, information

century in conditions of expansion of internation-

society, significant expansion of scales of inter-

al contacts, present new challenges for the educa-

cultural interaction in this connection, the special

tion system.

importance acquires such personal qualities as

The global nature of changes in education is:

sociability and tolerance;

- update the aims of education;

- the emergence and growth of global prob-

- the expansion of innovative methods of edu-

lems that can be solved only through cooperation

cation;

within the international community that requires

- deepening of individualization of education;

the formation of modern thinking in modern pro-

- the development of self-government and pub-

fessionals;

lic relations.

- the democratization of society, the empowerment of political and social choice that causes
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the necessity of level increase of citizens’ readi-

There is no doubt that the processes associated

ness to this choice;

with the comprehension of the European experi-

- dynamic development of the economy, in-

ence took into account the positions "of the great

creased competition, the reduction in the un-

Charter

of

universities

(Magna

Charta

skilled labour sector, deep structural changes in

Universitatum signed in Bologna in 1988, This

employment, defining a constant need for contin-

document reflects ideas about social and histori-

uing professional development, in the growth of

cal role of universities on the threshold of the

their professional mobility.

third Millennium. The principles of existence

New trends of the development of civilization

universities were named moral and scientific in-

naturally lead a country to a deep process of re-

dependence from political and economic power

form of the education system. Russia also does

(autonomy), the inseparability of educational pro-

not remain aloof from global trends. 1990-e years

cess from research activities; freedom of teach-

became the Russian system of higher education is

ing, research and learning; overcoming political

really crucial, because the process of reforming

and geographical boundaries and the need of mu-

political, economic and social life of Russian so-

tual knowledge and interaction between different

ciety naturally and strongly demanded the re-

cultures.

structuring of the education sector not only in the

The above-mentioned documents and practice

ideological aspect, but also in terms of substan-

of realization of their main positions led to sign-

tive and methodological, that is called "at all lev-

ing on 19 June 1999 in Bologna the joint Declara-

els". In such circumstances it took the transfor-

tion of the Ministers of education of 29 countries

mation of the system of Higher school manage-

"European higher education Area". In this docu-

ment, and the change of its legal framework. In

ment, which became the starting point of the Bo-

1992 was adopted the Federal law "On education"

logna process were formulated the main goal –

(the Law of the Russian Federation of 10 July

the creation of a common European educational

1992 N3266-1), which became the legal basis for

area, the ways to achieve which that goal were:

further change. According to this act the content

matching the system of degrees the Diploma

of education was recognized as one of the leading

Supplement (diploma); introduction education

factors of economic and social progress [6]. The

structure based on two main cycles, respectively

task of educational system was to create such a

of the first and the second levels (bachelor and

content of education, which would ensure ade-

master); using the system of accumulation and

quate global level of general and professional cul-

transfer of credits according to the ECTS model;

ture of the society, the possibility of integration

the mobility of students, graduates, teachers and

of the individual into national and world culture.

administrative staff by removing barriers to their
free movement; supporting European coopera43
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tion on quality assurance of education; support

In the fundamental state document – National

the required level of higher education in the part-

Doctrine of Education in Russian Federation –

ner countries.

this idea is reflected in the section "the Main

Currently, the education in our country takes

Goals and Objectives of Education": the educa-

on a new look. In other words, education is large-

tion system aims to provide education of citizens,

ly viewed now as "the driving force" social and

capable of socialization, possessing high morals

economic transformation in the country. Main-

and displaying tolerance, respect for languages,

taining the leading position in the field of educa-

traditions and cultures of other Nations, as well as

tion is one of the most important indicators of in-

the formation of a coherent picture of the world.

ternational competitiveness of Russia.

Russia's accession to the Bologna Convention

The role of education at the present stage of

actualized the topic of competences in vocational

the country development, is determined (noted in

education: it is assumed the formation of a "sys-

the "Concept of modernization of Russian educa-

tem of comparative and comparable qualifica-

tion until 2010"), the tasks of Russia transition to

tions of higher education in which qualifications

a democratic state, a market economy, the need to

would be described in terms of competences ...

overcome the risk of its gap with the global

..." [1].

trends of economic and social development.

In relation to language and profession compe-

In accordance with the Federal component of

tence acts as a unit of measure of the quality of

state standard of General education the main ob-

communication and understanding in foreign lan-

jective of foreign language teaching is "commu-

guage professional environment. Thus, it is nec-

nicative competence, i.e. the ability and willing-

essary to conduct targeted work on intercultural

ness to carry out interpersonal and intercultural

education in a professional environment, i.e. on

communication with native speakers" [6, p. 8].

the formation of the intercultural communicative

Dialogue of cultures as a result of socio-cultural

and professional competence of students in higher

orientation of foreign language teaching, focuses

education [3, p. 1495].

on strengthening the cultural dimension in the

The development of the problem of the future

content of learning a foreign language, is already

specialist’s intercultural communicative and pro-

attracting students to the culture of the target lan-

fessional competence formation can be traced ac-

guage.

cording to the following scheme (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Evolution of quality indicators of educational outcomes in accordance with
the consequent causal conditionality of units of education estimation
Thus, the development of the problem of fu-

fied specialist of the appropriate level and profile,

ture specialists’ intercultural communicative and

ready for intercultural interaction, to work on a

professional competence formation took place in

specialty at the level of world standards, and con-

the general context of the concept of "compe-

tinuous growth and social mobility" [3, p. 1495].

tence", which in that period was a set of "compe-

The lack of formation of intercultural com-

tencies": skills, abilities, knowledge.

municative and professional competence resulted

"Communicative and Intercultural competence

in low level of training of the graduate of the

professional acts as real-time requirements that

higher school of technical specialties: to marked

extend the capabilities of adaptation and competi-

difficulties in the interaction of foreign language

tiveness, as implies the training of highly quali-

team, inability and failure to follow professional
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norms and patterns of behavior in foreign lan-

need for a detailed study of all areas of moderni-

guage professional environment, a decrease in

zation of higher professional education in Russia

professional motivation. The analysis of the prac-

today. Transformation must include changes in

tice of engineering-technical sphere at the joint

objectives, structures, content of education, pro-

Russian-American enterprises has shown that the

grams, methodologies, techniques, standardiza-

professionals have some difficulties in interaction

tion, management and integration of all these

with foreign colleagues, which leads to disagree-

components. These activities in all aspects of

ments, often requiring a lot of time to resolve

modernization have served the common goal –

them. This situation should be considered as the

that is education improving.
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GRAFFITI AS AN ECLECTIC WAY OF GLOBALISM

Abstract: the article deals with the reflection of the processes of globalization in the cultural shape of
modern cities, the eclectic features of modern urban culture and graffiti as a symbol of these processes.
Graffiti as an integral part of the policy of street culture reflects the trends of globalization with it's subjects, methods, and format of performance: they are universal and have no national state accessories. The
lack of a unified ideological, artistic, methodical orientation is represented by the authors of the article as
cultural eclectic.
Keywords: globalization, universalism, graffiti, eclectic, urban environment, urbanism

Introduction.

alization of the world it becomes more connected

Globalism as a concept has long been firmly

and more dependent on all its subjects.(Ivanova,

established international lexical unit and the phe-

Guriev, Bilalova, 2015) Establishing a single

nomenon of social life. Globalization and univer-

global economic space, essential political rela-

salism are characteristics of modernity. If global-

tionship objectively determine the mutual cultural

ization appears to us as the process leading to the

integration of countries and nations. Identical

World unity, then we understand the method for

forms of perceptions and ideas about world quiet-

universalism with which realized this trend. In the

ly and organically wove into the national culture,

context of this statement, as we have wrote in his

sometimes virtually disorienting the viewer. To

article "The principle of multiculturalism as a

illustrate it we can take known for the Russian

foundation for a new Eurasian architecture of so-

audience the film by Eldar Ryazanov, "Irony of

ciety ", a society in modern conditions It is un-

Fate, or Enjoy Your Bath!". Director in the mid

dergoing major social transformations. Globaliza-

70-ies of XX-th century, caught the tendency of

tion means the process of global economic, polit-

universalism and routed it with humor and artisti-

ical and cultural integration and unification. This

cally: architectures of large cities are so similar

is an objective process that is systematic, so it

that when you get from one city to another you

covers all aspects of society. As a result of glob-

cannot tell the difference in structures. Taking a
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walk through the streets of modern city concept

of communication, the development of various

of universalism and intercultural manifest them-

technologies. All this - the results of global social

selves more clearly and systematically. Bill-

transformations. But this is not all. The bounda-

boards, buildings, architecture, - to say with one

ries of social transformation immeasurably ex-

word - shape of the city - is a reflection of the

panded by grabbing a social segment as culture. It

major social changes. All what is happening in

is very obvious that the global processes do not

society and in the world in general, sets the trend

fit into the narrow confines, they demand more

of the life, directs every area to a certain stage of

freedom, new sites, affecting various areas of life.

existence.

They are gaining momentum in his flow and be-

Globalization is a key concept in our reflec-

come more pronounced. Even the art of suffering

tion. The transformation of the world in a stable

on himself inexorable force of globalization, and

and orderly system that has uniform characteris-

under the pressure of changing its usual appear-

tics is one of the goals of globalization in our

ance.

opinion. From the standpoint of philosophy, we

Walking around the city, we see numerous and

note that the process of unification has been

eye catching masterpieces of street art that are

mixed, it has both positive and negative effects

already popular today, amazing in its scale. We

on society. Indeed, on the one hand, harmoniza-

are talking about graffiti and monumental paint-

tion simplifies and facilitates the organization of

ing (from Eng mural.) – American popular cul-

social life activity, and therefore has a positive

ture elements that are already thoroughly in-

charge. On the other hand it is an association with

grained in our country, having absorbed the Rus-

boredom and monotony. In this sense, the unifi-

sian national coloring. In these aspects and the

cation, universalism and globalization, of course,

spirit of globalization manifests itself firmly set-

have a negative connotation. However, globaliza-

tled in the culture. Graffiti as a mirror reflects the

tion is not only the process, but, in our view, a

postmodern content of the modern era, where,

complex mechanism, contributing to the devel-

despite the seeming identity reigns eclectic mix

opment microsocium system, including resolving

of both forms, methods, subjects, areas of social

conflicts emerging within them. Brewing new

essence and existence.

conflicts with the old, losing relevance and social

The art of graffiti as an eclectic image of a

relevance. Conflict finds a solution in the birth of

modern city.

a new one, but objectively linked to the previous

Many cities of our big country are widely used

one. We see this update every day in the emer-

this form of artistic expression in various purpos-

gence of new scientific and ideological currents,

es, whether it is: social advertising aimed at the

smooth reformatting of the village to the city and

development of patriotism in civil society; pro-

further in megacities, improving electronic means

motion of any ideas and moral values; reminder
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of the role of compatriots in world history; or

sake, look at the walls of the buildings of our na-

brand building (style) of the city. Each image car-

tive of Ufa and see how the globalization of art

ries the tasks and information, which are dictated

proved here.

by the time and the needs of today. An illustrative

(Gagarina Str.)

(Str. Of Marshal Zhukov)

(Transportnaia Str.)

(Oleg Kaibishev and Artur Audis)

As we see, monumental painting is the current

buildings are full of all sorts of images and other

phenomenon in the territory of our city. It gives

streets, pleasing and attracting the attention of

the colors of identity and individuality of Ufa’s

passers-by. In this direction, there are art names

appearance, emphasizing the importance of our

that have become known far beyond the graffiti

history and its creators. In the photo we see sto-

community. For example, among the Ufa graffiti

ries that are typical of Russian history: Gagarin,

fame acquired Oleg Kaybishev and Arthur Au-

Zhukov. Other graffiti contain existential stories

dis.(Valitova, 2015). Among the internationally

as a reflection of actual youth issues: love,

renowned names – Jean-Michel Basquiat.

movement, the very young, sharp satire on reali-

If we compare Ufa to St. Petersburg in this re-

ty. Graffiti – an explosion of emotions, feelings

gard, we can see the similarity of themes and

palette expression. ON. Tsygina (2014) in "Graf-

techniques of performing the work, which also

fiti – art turn of the century" describes it as "a

demonstrates the globalization of all the process-

kind of anonymous writer visual dialogue with

es in our lives, even in such an individualistic

other members of society." The walls of the

sphere as street art.
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(Italianskaia Str.)

(Malii Prospect)

(Maiakovskogo Str.)

(Area of Alexandr Nevski)

The purpose of street art is also evident. Some

subjects, the technique of execution forms of rep-

studies for example show the desire to perpetuate

resentation, etc. Topics in this article Graffiti is

the memory of well-known to the Russian people

certainly not exhaustive, but rather indicative.

about important dates and events.

Military history of Russia is reflected in the por-

We draw the reader's attention to the fact that

trait of G. Zhukov. Civic history of the Soviet pe-

graffiti – it is a purely urban phenomenon. The

riod – a portrait of Yuri Gagarin. And then we see

emerging even in the ancient world as a form of

the realization of the idea of modern portrait

human perception of the surrounding world, at

"Madonna" elegant soft lines open palm, sloping

this stage of existence of society graffiti acts

shoulders, slightly translucent body, in common

form, including personal expression. In this arti-

with the Madonnas of Raphael and Leonardo.

cle, we said that modern graffiti is a palette of

Portrait of V. Tsoi – a representative of the un-

emotions, feelings, expressive existential charac-

derground - the singer's era of change that hu-

teristic of the youth. This modern city – center of

manity craves eternity. On the streets of big cit-

breakneck speed. In this midst of speeds faces

ies, we see black and silver graffiti with flying

seething lust for life of youth and the phenome-

motorcycles biker, colorful, full of the joy of life,

non of exclusion. The dialectic of this contradic-

a field with red poppies and white and yellow

tion determines the emergence and development

daisies. Portrait of S. Bodrov J. – It is not just the

of graffiti as a form of self-expression in the form

image of the remarkable film character. This is a

of a street, or as it is sometimes called, under-

philosophical interpretation of the attitude to life:

ground art. This is evident in everything: in the

"What is the force, brother?" And the strength is
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in truth. And the truth – in the urban reality in

contradictory phenomenon to be so uniquely and

direct sight of the contradictions facing us life.

negatively evaluate the work of graffiti artists. As

Where the everyday existence of the individual

we noted earlier in this article, unification and

emotional and communicative overloaded and

universalism that accompany globalization, in

most urban residents tend to live by a principle

particular, contain and lack of (or maximum re-

«Not to get emotionally involved» (not to be

straint), emotions, colors, life. Graffiti, with

emotionally involved). Eclectic genre appears in

whom we associate, including youth social pro-

color from black and white – to a glaring abun-

test against the dullness and lifelessness, is really

dance of colors; in the forms of: portraits, land-

deviation. But deviation, dialectically tearing the

scapes, fasts; scenes from everyday to social-

narrow scope of traditional society and leading

protesting.

out to a new level.

Graffiti as a form of deviation.

Conclusion.

Some researchers consider the phenomenon of

Our analysis of one of the segments of today's

graffiti as a form of deviation.(Korovkin,

global culture – graffiti, clearly illustrates the dia-

Yakushev, 2011). L.A. Azarova (2009) in his

lectical nature of social development. Graffiti as a

textbook "Psychology of deviant behavior" con-

non-national and mediate phenomenon serves

siders the graffiti as a form of vandalism: "Thus,

both as a manifestation of the universalism of

in general, vandalism and graffiti as a kind of

global socio-cultural trends and new forms of ex-

vandalism are seen as a kind of teenagers and

pression of eclectic modern city. Thus, the basic

youth deviance and delinquency." Indeed, if we

cultural values are preserved - they are out of

consider the graffiti in a narrow conservative as-

time. This traditional values, a modified and up-

pect, as a violation of the original urban back-

dated in accordance with the trends of social his-

ground. However, life itself is a complex and

tory and dictate social progress.
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УСЛОВИЯ ФОРМИРОВАНИЯ СОЦИАЛЬНОГО ИНТЕЛЛЕКТА
УЧАЩИХСЯ ОБЩЕОБРАЗОВАТЕЛЬНОЙ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ В РАМКАХ
ПРЕПОДАВАНИЯ ИНОСТРАННОГО ЯЗЫКА
Аннотация: в рамках данной статьи подробно рассматриваются специфические черты
формирования

социального

интеллекта

в

общеобразовательном

учреждении

средствами

иностранного языка. Проанализированы условия формирования социального интеллекта,
средства, необходимые для оптимальной реализации данных условий. Проведен эмпирический
анализ

влияния

иностранного

языка

на

развитие

социального

интеллекта

учащихся

общеобразовательной школы.
Ключевые слова: социальные интеллект, педагогические условия, психологические условия,
языковое сознание, обучение иностранному языку
Формирование социального интеллекта и

фундаментальным

элементом

связанных с ним параметров является одной

межличностного взаимодействия, а значит,

из наиболее значимых целей современного

оказывает

образования,

жизнедеятельности, поскольку личность не

что

обусловлено

сразу

несколькими причинами.
определяющим

коммуникаций

на

все

стороны

может быть отделима от социума [3].

Во-первых, социальный интеллект является
качеством,

влияние

Во-вторых, социальный интеллект, в силу

эффективность

вышеописанного тезиса, т.е. определяющей

потенциал

роли в развитии коммуникаций и социальных

личности,

социальных взаимодействий, что делает его

взаимодействий

развитие крайне важным для оптимального

социализации

личности,

включения личности в социум. К. Дункер, в

обуславливает

ее

ряде

полноценного члена общества и гражданина.

своих

трудов,

посвященных

продуктивности мышления, указывал на то,
что

социальный

интеллект

В-третьих,

является

является

исходя

основой
а

становление
из

для

значит,
как

современной

образовательной парадигмы, основанной на
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компетентностном

подходе,

социальный

формирования социального интеллекта. Так,

интеллект оказывает определяющее влияние

формирование

на множество общих компетенций, связанных

образовательной

с деятельностью в сфере «человек-человек»,

изучения

следовательно,

успешным

социальный

интеллект

социального
организации

иностранного
в

представляет собой, качество, во многом

образовательного

определяющее профессиональное становление

соотносится

учащихся в будущем [1].

педагогическими

Список

причин,

обуславливающих

в

коем

случае

исчерпывающим,

однако,

позволяет

не
тем

зафиксировать

не

процессе

языка

будет

организации

процесса,

с

в

который

психологическими
условиями

и

эффективного

социального

интеллекта,

такими как:

достаточно обширен, и вышеперечисленное,
ни

в

случае

формирования

значимость развития социального интеллекта

интеллекта

1.

Параллельностью

и

когерентностью

является

развития интеллектуальной, социальной и

менее,

эмоциональной сфер в рамках обучения

актуальность

иностранному языку.

заявленной проблематики.

Данное

условие

обусловлено

Для того, что формирование социального

особенностями формирования социального

интеллекта было успешным и максимально

интеллекта, который наиболее эффективно

эффективным, необходимо обратить внимание

развивается в рамках ведущей деятельности,

на факторы, которые наибольшим образом,

однако динамика его развития существенно

устойчиво влияют на данный процесс. В

зависит

рамках

школьников. Наиболее эффективно развитие

проведения

эмпирического

от

возрастных

исследования, нами были выделены несколько

социального

групп факторов, оказывающих влияние на

подростковом

формирование

динамикой отличается младший школьный

социального

интеллекта

в

школе, это:
и

психологические

Учитывая

особенности учащихся;
и

-содержание

возрасте,

методика

преподавания

в

наибольшей

интеллекта

и

ряд

развитие

когнитивной

факторов,

условий

состоит

эффективного

что
из

социальный
компонентов,

формирования

отдельных

возможно

компонентов,

в

не

сензитивный возрастной период, например

сферы, в ходе образовательного процесса.
данных

факт,

представляющих собой совокупность, для его

-изначальная нацеленность на развитие
социального

тот

интеллект

предметов гуманитарного цикла;

выявить

происходит

возраст [6].

-возрастные

Анализ

интеллекта

особенностей

развитие

социальной

адаптации

и

позволил

коммуникативности в младшем школьном

эффективного

возрасте. При этом наиболее эффективно
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социальный

интеллект

формируется

при

способностями (r≥0.75),с социальной оценкой

условии когерентности усилий, направленны

(r≥0.60) и самооценкой (r≥0.65).

на развитие всех структурных компонентов

Для более старших возрастных групп

данного параметра [5].

требуется

Обеспечить соблюдение вышеописанных

увеличить

непосредственных

количество

коммуникаций

между

условий позволит правильно выстроенная

школьниками, в ходе урока, поскольку в

система

языку,

младшем

причем наиболее оптимальным подобный

возрасте

подход отличается в контексте развития

когнитивным

социального

общение [6].

обучения

иностранному

интеллекта

младших

подростковом

и

подростковом

катализатором

развития

способностей

выступает

школьников, поскольку фиксируется сильная

2. Учетом возрастных и индивидуальных

и глубокая взаимосвязь между владением

особенностей учащихся в ходе формирования

младшим школьником неродным языком и его

социального интеллекта.

коммуникационными способностями r= 0.66,
при

p=0.05

(коэф.

ранговой

Данное

корреляции

условие

вышесказанного

прямо

и

реализуется

Спирмена, как и везде далее).Важно так же

видоизменения

содержания

отметить что коммуникационные способности

педагогических

приемов,

и близкие по природе параметры коррелируют

оптимизации

с социальным интеллектом r= 0.84, при

социально-когнитивных

и

развития

из

путем

занятий
с

и

целью

когнитивных

и

способностей.

фундаментальное

Важным является соотнесение педагогических

влияние на специфику и потенциал развития

приемов и ведущей деятельности школьников,

данного параметра [2].

конкретный пример был приведен выше

p=0.001

оказывают

вытекает

Конкретно педагогическим условием при
реализации

вышеописанного

(нацеленность на развитие навыков устной

является

речи

в

младшем

школьном

возрасте,

максимизация обучения разговорным навыкам

максимизация коммуникаций на иностранном

языка

языке на уроке в подростковом возрасте).

в

младшем

школьном

возрасте,

поскольку знание грамматики, синтаксиса и в

Отмечается,

целом письменной речи неродного языка

приемов

слабо коррелирует с социальным интеллектом

формировании социального интеллекта, так в

и его компонентами, в то время как тезаурус,

экспериментальной

понимание устной речи и способность думать

реализации

на

эксперимента

иностранном

взаимосвязь

с

языке

демонстрируют

коммуникационными

что

реализация

позитивно

подобных

сказывается

группе

(ЭГ)

в

формирующего
динамика

на
ходе
этапа

изменений

социального интеллекта была положительной
для
54
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демонстрируя показатель на 58% больший,

интеллекта. Исходя из полученных в ходе

нежели в контрольной группе (КГ).

экспериментального

Важным педагогическим приемом в данном

оптимальность

исследования

структуры

данных,

социального

ключе является моделирование различных

интеллекта напрямую зависит от развитости

социальных ситуаций и их рефлексия на

коммуникационных

иностранном

школьников,

языке,

с

участием

всех

способностей

сформированности

школьников. Данный прием целесообразен на

сознания

всех возрастных этапах. Отмечается, что в

языкового сознания и коммуникационных

ходе его реализации взаимосвязи между

способностей r=0.81 при p=0.01) успешность

компонентами

развития которых зависит именно от качества

становятся

социального
более

разветвленными,

интеллекта

равномерными

что

делает

Направленности

совершенствование

обучения родному и иностранному языку.

развитие

Отметим, что обучение иностранному языку
интенсифицирует развитие тех компонентов

занятий

на

социального интеллекта, которые почти не

коммуникационных

демонстрируют динамику изменений, в ходе

способностей, языкового сознания учащихся;
Развитие

языкового

сформированности

и

параметра более устойчивым.
3.

(взаимосвязь

языкового

сознания

обучения родному языку: социальная оценка,

является

анализ и самоанализ поведения, социальная

одним из наиболее важных аспектов в

рефлексия. При этом позитивное влияние

развитии социального интеллекта, поскольку

данные параметры оказывают, в случае если

данный

развиты

параметр

дихотомическими

отличается

взаимосвязями

между

на

одном

уровне.

В

табл.

1,

представлен спектр данных, подтверждающих

внутриструктурными компонентами, и для

высказанные ранее тезисы.

того чтобы данный параметр позитивно влиял
на

деятельность,

оптимальной

необходимо

структуры

развитие

социального
Таблица 1

Влияние степени сформированности языкового сознания и коммуникационных способностей на сформированность социального интеллекта и оптимальность
его структуры (критерий Краскела-Уоллиса + λ-влияния)
Структура СИ
Исследуемые параметры

Далекая от оптимальной

Близкая к оптимальной

и уровни их развития

структура

структура

Коммуникационные Слабый

22.875

29.883

способности

13.500

+19.601

Средний
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Продолжение таблицы 1

Языковое сознание

Высокий

-29.991

+42.312

Слабый

5.305

8.013

Средний

-4.830

+5.609

Высокий

-15.622

+31.953

7.997

9.817

компе- Слабый

Языковая
тентность

Средний

-5.839

+6.552

(родной язык)

Высокий

-18.337

+23.849

9.029

11.081

компе- Слабый

Языковая
тентность

Средний

-6.171

+8.433

(неродной язык)

Высокий

-21.300

+26.905

Можно отметить, что в контексте развития
социального

интеллекта

факторов

языковая

(возрастных

социального

и

интеллекта.

т.п.)
Для

развития
реализации

компетентность в контексте неродного языка

данного условия как учет возрастных, так и

даже

индивидуально-психологических

более

важна,

чем

компетентность

применительно к родному языку, в ходе

особенностей. Это диктует необходимость

исследования

использования

высокие

установлено

показатели

что

наиболее

личностно-ориентированного

сформированности

подхода в рамках обучения иностранному

демонстрируют

языку и использования пула педагогических

учащиеся с высокими уровнями развития всех

технологий, которые эффективны для разных

описанных

«типов»

социального

интеллекта
параметров,

поскольку

это

учащихся,

что

подразумевает

гарантирует развитие оптимальной структуры

использование интерактивных технологий в

социального

высокую

процессе обучения.

формирования,

Вышеописанные

интеллекта,

эффективность

его

устойчивость структуры.
4.

устойчивыми

Целенаправленностью

последовательностью

и

и

условия

являются

представляют

собой

необходимый минимум, соблюдение которого

формирования

нужно

для

эффективного

формирования

социального интеллекта в рамках изучения

социального

иностранного языка.

общеобразовательной организации, при этом

Данное

условие

предыдущих,

прямо

учитывая

вытекает

из

важно

неоднородность

отметить,

интеллекта
что

в

максимально

способствующими формированию и развитию
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социального интеллекта являются предметы

языкового сознания учащихся, в процессе

гуманитарного цикла, в частности языковое

развития социального интеллекта и связанных

образование,

с ним параметров.

в

силу

особой

значимости
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ANALYSIS OF MAIN CONDITIONS FORMING CHILDREN’S SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE
AT GENERAL EDUCATION INSTITUTION DURING TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Abstract: this article opens the main characteristics of forming social intelligence at general education
institution by teaching foreign language. Also the conditions necessary for developing of social
intelligence, ways for optimal realization its conditions have been analyzed. The empirical analysis of
foreign language influence to the social intelligence of children has been done.
Keywords: social intelligence, pedagogical conditions, psychological conditions, linguistic consciousness, teaching foreign language
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